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Social Map is a map  indicating People with Intellectual 
Disabilities (PWID)/People with Disabilities (PWD) 
live in that community. 

*Dispela Social Map em wanpela map bai yu drawim lo 
showim haus or place dispela man, meri or pikinini em 
gat intellectual disability wantaim ol narapela 
disabilities inside lo community blo ol istap. 



It is a chart that indicates people whom you network 
with closely. 

* Dispela chart bai showim ol pipol yu save wok bum 
wantaim clostu, clostu. 



Seasonal Calendar is a chart that indicates job opportunities 
annually within the community or country to be organized 
in advance for People with Intellectual Disabilities 
(PWID)/People with Disabilities (PWD) to get a job for 
time to earn a living or participate in this events.  

*Dispela Season Calender em chart showim gutpela sans lo 
every yia lo organizim ol Pipol wantaim Intellectual 
Disabilities (PWID)/Pipol wantaim Disabilities (PWD) lo 
kisim wok lo dispela taim na mun lo kamapim enough 
money lo stap independently na too ol ken take part lo ol 
events  kamap inside lo community or country yu istap. 



 It indicates how to know the well-being (income) of 
People with Intellectual Disabilities (PWID) living in 
the community area. 

 Em wanpela chart lo showim ol Pipol wantaim 
Intellectual Disabilities lo luksave lo gutpela blo 
ol(wanem rot lo kisim liklik moni lo community ol 
istap). 



INDICATOR RICH MIDDLE 
CLASS 

POOR POOREST 

EDUCATION * 

INCOME * 

JOB * * 

HOUSE * * * 

SOCIAL/ 
ENTERTAIN-

MENT 

* * 

HEALTH 
CARE 

* * 



 Facilitator is a person who 
conducts a training session 
for participants/group to 
make something possible or 
easier to comprehend and 
implement to achieve the 
objectives of the program. 

Thus, to be a good 
facilitator, you: 
 Need group dynamics (full of 

energy, enthusiasm and new 
ideas) 

 Listen to others/don’t talk too 
much 

 Facilitating skills 
 Communication skills 
 Clear mission/Objectives 

according to the situation 
 Encourage people to talk or 

share in participation group 
of the discussion 

 


